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Smart Fog Inc Cold Storage Ripening Room Commercial Humidifiers, Which Reaches USDA
Recommended Humidity Levels of 90-98%, Exhibiting at PMA Fresh Summit in Anaheim
June 30, 2014 06:14

Smart Fog Inc Enables Mushroom Growers to Produce Quality Product through Water Efficient
Commercial Humidifiers
May 30, 2014 17:02
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RENO, Nev., June 30, 2014 (GLOBE NEWSWIRE) -- via PRWEB - Smart Fog Inc., a recognized world leader in industrial and
commercial humidification systems, will join other industry leaders and technology experts at the Produce Marketing Association
(PMA) Fresh Summit 2014. The Summit, to be held at Anaheim Convention Center on October 17-19, brings together players in
the fresh produce market from over 60 countries, and Smart Fog Inc. are looking forward to presenting their energy efficient
technology to attendees.

In an industry that's always looking ahead for the latest technological advancements, Smart Fog® De-Correlation Technology
offers a practical solution to the most common problems of cold storage humidification systems, with its 4.2 micron droplets
being the smallest in the industry, leading to quick and efficient evaporation. The well-considered spacing of the water droplets
mean that instead of being attracted to each other (cohesion), the droplets instead oxidize into the air. This means that all Smart
Fog Inc. industrial and commercial humidifiers are the non-wetting solution for the fresh produce industry. The natural de-
correlation technology also makes it an ideal choice for customers looking for energy efficient solutions, and low pressure
needed to operate the system means fast and easy installation.

The Smart Fog team will be on hand at booth 2199 at Fresh Summit 2014 to answer any questions and demonstrate the Smart
Fog® technology.

About Smart Fog Inc.:

Smart Fog Inc. is the current world leader in industrial and commercial non-wetting humidification systems, and has been creating
energy efficient solutions to meet customers' needs for over 30 years. Based in Reno, the company is proud of its commitment to
evolving in response to their customers' changing requirements, and offers solutions to all types of humidification system issues,
large or small.

This article was originally distributed on PRWeb. For the original version including any supplementary images or video, visit
http://www.prweb.com/releases/2014/07/prweb11984227.htm
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International players in the fresh produce industry to learn more about the benefits of Smart Fog(R) commercial humidification system, and
there's more to discover than just the smallest droplet size on the market.
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